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Foreword
0

As colleges and universities experience various financial pressur.es and
face less-than-certain enrollment trends, there is an increased interest in
the methods and criteria by which faculty performance is assessed. This
interest has been made evident in the meta-evaluations conducted by
systems of higher education, more systematic programs of faculty eval-
uation developed by individual institutionsand research studies carried...._ --out by evaluation specialists.

Prior to 1970, faculty evaluationswere usually conducted in an infor-
mal fashion. In recent years, however, more formal evaluation methods
have been developed and used on an increasinglkwidespread basis. The
utilization of more systematic faculty evaluation methods has been man-
ifested by the deyelopment and use of explicit written criteria.

In the corning decade, the use of formalized, explicit faculty evaluation
will become more comnwn place due to a low turnover in faculty. While
institutional growth dwindles or stops, faculty retirement age is being
txtended, and institutions are finding themselves with a large proportion
of tenured faculty. Thus, colleges and upiversities must devise systems to
promote teaching and research excellence, at the same time as they re-
spond to mounting financial pressures and changes in the education "mar-
ketplace." Furthermore, decisions in the nation's courts compel institutions
to provide documentation to back up personnel decisions. In the history
of American higher education there probably has been no time where the
internal and external forces have come together so.stroangly to support a
formalized system to meavre-the-perkTratance of faculty.

This4esearch-R-e0O-rt by Leal Whitman, director of educational de-
veloftrient, Department of Family and Community Medicine at the Uni-
versity of Utah School of Medicine, and Elaine Weiss, president of
Educational Dimensions, Inc., Salt Lake City, examines the use of explicit .

written criteria to evaluate college and university faculty. It also traces
the use of evaluations in faculty development initiatives and promotion,
retention, and tenure decisions. It will be of interest to academic admin-
istratofs responsible for conducting faculty evaluations as well as to fac-
ulty who are the focus of such evaluations.

Jonathan D. Fife
Director
:fflii le," Clearinghouse on Higher Education
The George Washington University
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Overview

Ofie view of faculty evaluation until the 1970s was that factors other than
academic merit influenced promotion, retention, and tenure (PRT) deci-
sions, including the ability to get along and not make waves. A trend of
the 1970s that has continued into the 1980s has been for colleges and
universities to develop faculty evaluation procrams that are more system-
atic and comprehensive than those of the past. A particular feature of
many of these programs is the use of written explicit criteria to evaluate
faculty.

One explanation for the attention to faculty evaluation that began in
the 1970s was changes in the economics of higher education. During the
1960s, when many colleges and universities were expanding, it was all
administrators could do to find and keep faculty. In the 1970s, when_
program retrenchment became a reality, declining enrollments-an-d fi-
nancial resources plus increasing costs_of operation-influenced both ad-
miaistrators and faculty to reconsidet po-licies and procedures for making
personnel decisions. Related factors that brought attention to faculty eval-

-uat tin %-vere faculty demands for a greater share in governance and state
government demands for accountability.

A manifestation of the increased interest in faculty evaluation was the
willingness of systems of higher education to conduct "meta evaluations,"
that is, to evaluate their methods of evaluation. Meta evaluations con-
ducted during the 1970s in three different regions of the country included
those of the Oregon State System of Higher Education, the State University
of New York, and the SoUthern Regional Education Board. A striking
feature of these meta evaluations was that common issues were identified.

One set of issues concerns the purpose of faculty evaluation. Although
many faculty evaluation programs purport to help develop faculty as well
as to provide data for PRT decisions, often the reality is that faculty
development is paid only lip service. Many faculty believe that faculty
development is important, but see faculty evaluation as a negative process
unrelated to faculty improvement. Often administrators assume that fac-
ulty evaluation automatically leads to improvement because faculty will
seek better evaluations. Unfortunately, it does not. Conditions necessary
to make that connection include trust between administrators and faculty;
faculty invok4ment in designing and implementing the evaluation pro-
gram; and educational resources, such as consultation. to accompany eval-
uation results. Creating these conditions is desirable because it is efficient
to use one system of.data collection to-support faculty evaluation and
development programs.

A second set of issues concerns the areas to be evaluated. Traditionally,
teaching, research, and service are the three areas evaluated; usually,
.however, little weight is given to service. On the other hand, teaching and
research often are seen as competing obligations. A disturbing finding of
some studies is that there is wide disagreement within institutions and',
sometimes, even within academic departments, concerning the weights'
that are given to teaching, research, and service. A frustrating finding is
that, although many administrators and faculty would like to give more



weight to teaching, the state of the art of evaluating teaching does not
instill confidence in the reliability or validity of teacher evaluation.

A thircfset of issues concerns the criteria aid standards used to evaluate
faculty. The literature of the 1970s and early 1980s reveals strong concerns
over the objectivity of faculty evaluation, especially in the area of teaching.
One approach to promoting the goal of objectivity is qualitative, i.e., tech-
utques are used to reduce the bias of an individual evaluator. A second
approach is quantitative, i.e., data are collected from many sources so
that the evaluation does not depend on a single person.

The most common strategy of the qualitative approach is to provide
those doing the evaluating and those being evaluated with written explicit
criteria and standards. The reasoning for providing evaluators with ex-
plicit criteria is that they will focus on the important elements of teaching,
research, and service. The reasoning for providing those being evaluated
with explicit criteria is that the rules of fair play dictate giving everyone
an equal opportunity to succeed.

A controversial criterion in evaluating the area of teaching is student
learning. Proponents believe that student learning is the ultumqe evidence
of effective teaching. Opponents argue that effective teaching and student
learning are not neeessanly associated. Certainly, much is yet to be learned
about the relationship between teaching and learning. The effort to use
student learning as one of may criteria to evaluate teaching will increase
our understanding of this relationship.

The quantitative approach to objectivity requires using multiple sources
of data to evaluate faculty. If there exists one conventional wisdom in the
field of faculty evaluation it is that using multiple data sources is desirable.
Students have been the most studied source of data. Student rating forms
are commonly used to evaluate faculty, and many studies indicate that
students constitute a reliable data base. Some bias has been found in
student ratings, but not enough to invalidale them. The real validity issue
is whet her the items placed on student rating forms really characterize
effective teaching.

Peer evaluation has been insufficiently studied.and there is a lack of
understanding of how colleagues are used and should be used. A contro-
yersial feature of peer revicy concerns the use of classroom visitation
versus review of teaching mat eria ls.Some faculty perceive classroom visits
as threatening, negative, and unreliable. Other faculty believe that re-
viewing teaching materials, is too removed from the act of teaching.

The use of self-evaluation is even less studied than the use of peer
review. Documentation by faculty of their teaching, research, and service
activities seems to hold potential as an additional source of data. Th6 use
of teacher dossiers probably will become more common in faculty eval-
uation programs.

Administrators remain the principal actors in initiating, developing.
and implementing faculty evaluation. In most cases, department heads
and deans use available data rather than collect their own. A healthy trend
would be increased involvement of faculty themselves. Faculty judgment
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in developing meaningful criteria and standards is essential to adequate
evaluation. A concern for the authors of this monograph is a "crisis of
spirit" created by easy-to-measure criteria that do not reflect the impor-
tant qualities of teaching, research, and service.

The fourth set of issues concerns the administrative procedures used to
evaluate facul ty, The trend is for institutions rather than individual faculty
to become responsible for collecting data on faculty performance. Once
data are collected, administrators also dominz.i.te the review process. How-
ever, faculty desire for shared governance and faculty unions' attempts to
reduce the power of administrators presage an increase in faculty partic-
ipation.

Another influence on administrative procedures is the court system.
In general, courts have reinforced the requirement that institutions pro-
vide written criteria and procedures that guarantee due process. Because
of the increased number of litigations initiated by faculty disappointed
by personnel decisions, it is imperative that administrators keep up to
date with legal requirements.

One noteworthy effort to improve faculty evaluation programs was
carried out by the Southern Regional Education Board. According to the
evaluation of their faculty evaluation project, the most important char-
acteristics for improving faculty evaluation are active support and in-
volvement of top-level ,administrators plus faculty involvement.

Although the economic factors that precipitated the examination of
faculty evaluation may change, there is little likelihood that there will be
a return it) the informal methods of faculty evaluation that characterized
the pre-1970 era. The concept of fair play, reinforced by the courts and
by both administrators and faculty, dictates that institutions make clear
the purposes of evaluation and the areas to be evaluated. In particular,
for the 1980s,.one can expect the use of written emilicit criteria to be
studied and more commonly used.

1 0
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Background

In a summation of his ten-years of research on the sociology of higher
education, Lionel S. Lewis found that the body of evidence indicated that
merit was a minor factor in academic advancement. In Scaling the /my
Tower, he contends that factors other than academic perfornumee influ-
weed academic aavancement, including the ability to get alw and not
tnakc waves (1975).

Lewis's view of faculty advancement in the I 970s is supported by hodgers
in his plea for more systemittic faculty evaluation (1980). According to his
anecdotal account of how assistant professor Z was considered for pro-
mot;on in the mid-1970s, the department chairman and academic vice
president of the college met to discuSs Z's past performance. They knew
Z had dealt effectively with his departmental duties. had worked on or-
casion with business and indust ry, and had publjshed two or t hree at ticks.
Weighing Z's past performance against their vision of an ideal faculiy
membei% they concluded that they "liked the cut of his jib" (1980, P. I).

Looking back at these clays. Prodgers noted m 1980 that, increasingly,
personnel decisions are no longer based on the "cut of one's jib." Rather,
the move is toward a systematized and standardized attempt to"me; sure"
the quality of faculty performance (1980, p.

In reviewing the 'literature, one finds justification that Prodgers is cor-
Neu One of the strongest trends in higher education in the 1970s. espe-
cially in,the second half of the decade, was to examine how faculty were
evaluated. Actually. perhaps "reexamination"'would be a more accurate
characterization because, although interest in faculty evaluation in the
1970s was unprect:dented, it was not entirely new. In his study of faculty
evaluation, Miller found that interest existed in the 1920s and '30s anil
again in the late '40s and early'50s (1974, p. 1). However, compared with
dr,:se earlier periods, interest in faculty evaluation in the 1970s was con-
3iderable, particularly in contrast to the 1960s. Miller-otTmved that the
relatively low interest in the 1960s-probably was "due to the wealth of
higher education while expansions in *grams and personnel sought to
keep pace with growth in enrollment .. ," (1974. p. 1).

The fact is that, during the expansion years of the 1960s. American
colleges and universities could "get by" with poorly defined evaluation
procedures (Centra 1979). From the college administrator's point of view,
the lack of well-defined evaluation procedures was not a problem. Rather,
administrators were more concerned with finding and keeping faculty
than with evaluating them (Centra 1979), in her study of community col-
leges during this period of growth, rapid enrollments, and new campuses,
Mark noted, "It was all administrators could do to keep colleges fully
staffed. The problem was not evaluation, but finding someone to hire"
(1977, p. I).

Also, from a faculty member's poith of view, the lack of well-defined
;evaluation procedures was not a problem. As Mark pointed out, "Prior to
the 1970s many, if not most evaluation systems were political, personal,
subjective and chaoticlargely ignored by faculty sc.( long as it did not
interfere with their teaching or job security" (1970. 23).
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Inj,itist to the complacCiiey of the 1960s the use of informal ap-
proaches to faculr.Cevaluation was questioned in the 1970s (Smith 1976).
The reexamination of how faculty were evaluated was brought about pri-
marily by economic changes. College administrators and faculty members
became concerned with faculty evaluation when program retrenchrnent
became a reality. Declining enrollments and financial resources plus in-
creasing costs of operations influenced both adminiitrators and faculty to
reconsider the policies and procedures for promotion, retention, and ten-
ure (ART).

In a useful book designed to help administrators and faculty members
develop and maintain systematic faculty evaluation. Miller (1974) linked
the increased interest in faculty evaluation to three issues: finance, gov-
ernance, and iii:counthbility.

Finance: "Scarcity of resources means fewcr new positions and some
existing ones phased out. Making these difficult decisions requires a
broad data base, and systematic faculty evaluation can serve as one
datit base" (p. 3).
Governance: "The faculty is demanding a greater voice in institutional
governance, particularly in matters of promotion and tenure. These
critical questions must be decided on the soundest data base possible,
including evidence of teaching effectieness from student ratings" (p.
3).
elecouttuthility: "Precise accountability requires sonic systematic means
cif gathering, analyzing, and evaluating data, hence demands for im-
proved methods of evaluating facility perfOrmance can be expected
especjally from state legislators" (p. 3).

Thus, the increased interest in faculty evaluation in the 1970s can be
explained largely by economic factors, and the impetus for more system-
atic evaluation can be closely linked to the issues of finance, governance.
and accountability. One mangestat ion of the great interest in faculty evat-
uation during the 1970s was the willingness of syswnts of higher education
to assess their own kculty evaluation programs. Daniel L. Stufflebeam,
the director of the Evaluation Center at Western Michigan University,
recognized that "Good evaluation requires that evaluation projects them-
selves billialuated" (1978, p. 17). He uses the term "man evaluation" to
refer to evaluation of evaluations. Three meta evaluations conducted by
higher education systems will be briefly reviewed here to demonstrate
evidence of this trend toward self-assessment gild to identify the major
issues that will be addressed in this research rJport,

Faculty Evaluation 5
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Three Meta Evaluations
Q

Oregon State System of Higher Education
In 1973 the Teaching Research Division of the Oregon State System of
Higher Education began a three-year study entitled, "Faculty Teaching:
Models for Assessment of Quality." An impetus for the study, supported
by a grant from the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education.
was t _ recognition th-it.;':Faculty evaluation is an ongoing Rrocess even
if there are no syste4iatic "-atcans. for making the assessments" (Scott,
Thorne, and Beaird 1977, p. 1).

Baseline data were collected in the 1973-74 academic year from four
discipline areas in member institutions and from crpss sections of insti-
tutions stratified by academic rank. Based on these results, a Faculty
Perception Questionnaire was used in the 1975-76 academic year that
asked faculty to rate 34 factors in terms of their influence in promoting
faculty at their institutions. e.g., publications, student ratings, etc. "Coef-
ficients of consensus" were derived for each factor based on the proportion
of respondents from v given group who agreed or disagreed over the level
of influence.

Based on the ratings of influence and coefficients of consensus, the 34
factors were organized into three clusters: definitely influential, definiwly
wfinflucntial, and ambiguous, The ambiguous cluster identified factors for
which there was ldw consensus regarding their influence. For bath college
and university faculty, the ambiguous cluster, with 19 factors, was the
largest. Thirteen factors were commonly ambiguous to both college and
university faculty. An example was "innbvative effort in teaching." Six
factors were ambiguous to one group, but not the other. For example.
"evidence of student learning in courses" was ambiguous to college fac-
t. lty, but definitely uninfluential to univers4 faculty: "supervision of
theses" %vas ambiguous to-Giversity faculty, but definitely uninfluential
to college faculty (Scott, Thorne, and Beaird 1977. pp. 10-14).

The research group hypothesized four_Orcufristances that may explain
the widespread uncertainty reflected by this high level of ambiguity. In
their view, the primary source of uncertainty was that faculty were un-
aware of their institution s-evaluation-proceduces or criteria. A second
possible source was a lack of communication within specific departments.-
A third source was ambiguity of procedures, guidelines, and policies on
specific campuses. Finally, the authors acknowledged the possibility that
the questionnaire item could itseif have been ambiguous. Nevertheless.
they concluded, "The ambiguous group of'factoi.s is, without a doubt.
winecessarily large. The size of thisxluster results in faculty whoare trying
to be all things to all people(Scott, T4orne, and Beaird 1977, p. 18).

State University of New York Faculty Council of Community Colleges
During the summer of 1977 the faculty council sponsored a research proj-
ect to study the theoretical .foundations-as-well as the-applied-practices--
Inaculty evaluation. According to the study's author, the project was
prompted by several factors: economic, progranahatic, administrative,
educational, and political (Mark 1977).

6 Faculty Evaluation
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Mark's review of theoretical models is noteworthy because a major
criticism tuf faculty evaluation systems is the lack of substantive theory
on which to base evaluation (Meeth 1976). Administrators whose faculty
believe there is a lack of theory may find, it helpful to become familiar
with the major models reviewed by Mark. In general, all these models
agree that any evaluation system needs to use a variety of data sources
to effectively differentiate among faculty members. After studying the
current practices in the SUNY system, Mark found that', "All segments of
the community college ought to be mvolved in some way with the eval-
uation process, but with varying and weighted degrees, depending on the
choice of faculty" (Mark 1977, p. 102).

To study the current practices, Mark surveyed 30 institutions and found
that 14 had updated faculty evaluation systems that were written and
perceived effective by the chief eNecutive oflicet. Based on her in-depth

study of four of these 14 institutions, Mark found that an auversary re-
lationship characterized communications between administrators and
faculty members. Instead, there needed to be "an atmosphece of cooper-
ation to discuss what evaluative et iteria to use and how to asse.N them"
(1977, p. 108). She emphasized that, "HOVvever a program is evaluated,
the key element mt!st be establishing criteria" (1977, p. I-1 1).

Southern Regional Education Board
In order to stu.dy faculty evaluation practices, the Southern Regional Ed-
ucation Board surveyed its 843 postsecondary institutions in 1975 and
conducted numerous in-depth institutional case studies in 1976 and 1977.
The economic stimulus for this effort was made clear in the report pre-
pared by the SREB Task Force on Faculty Evaluation and Institutional
Rewards: "Evaluating faculty performance for purposes of promotion,
tenure and salary increases is of singular importance today because of
leveling and declining student enrollments, lack of faculty .mobility and
increasing financial pressures on institutions" (Moornaw et al. 1977, p. I).

The survey of all regional postsecondary institutions yielded 536 usable
responses, a return rate of 63.6 percent. Institutions were chosen for in-
depth case studies based on indication their survey that they had a
systematic approach to faculty evaluation. Case studies were developed
from detailed interviews with presidents, deans, department heads, and
faculty.

-Basedun_the survey and case studies, the task force found that faculty
evalUation tended to 'be more systematic at_ doctoral, level institutions
compared with master's and bachelor's level and two=year-colleges. Howl
ever, at all levels, nrany* institutions were vague about precise criteria,
standards, and evidence to be used. ThFre was strong agreement at all
types of institutions that instructional activity was the number one area
of sonsideratiqpip evaluating_faculty. However, there_was little evidence
of well-developed protedures.

In addition, the task force found that administrators were both the
main decision makers and the main sources of information for these eval-

. 14
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uations. Few inst itutions used student data in reliable, consistvnt, or corn-
parable ways to make personnel decisions, and even faculty colleague data,
often were collectbd only on an informal basis.

,
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Four Major Issues

The three self-studies reported here were conducted in the mid-1970s in
duce different regions ol the, country; the Northwest, Northeast, and South.
A striking feature of these studies is their identification of common issues.
These issues will be organized according to the SREB task lorce framework
(Moomaw et al. 1977) and will 'provide the basic structure for the re-
mainder a this report.

Purpose; What are Pie desired ()incomes 01 lacidly evaliwnoii? In general,
studies identify two' major outcomes: (a) pin sound decisions made re-
garding promotion;retention, and tenure; and (b) leedback to faculty lead-
ing to faculty improvement. The SREB tiisk force found that, a Ithoueh
most faculty believe that !acuity development and improvement should
be the primary reason for faculty evaluation, few examples could be found
of institutions using the results ol evaluation fur that purpose (Moomaw
et al. 1977). In a similar %On, the SUNY faculty council study found that
he goal of self.improvement, growth, and development received mudi lip

service as a "supposedly" important function of the evaluation process;
however, "in practice, there is little evidence that real and meaningful
attention is paid to facult who are in need of help" (Mack 1977, p. 98).
This report will examine the purposes of faculty evaluation and under
what conditions facult ealuation can lead to faculty deveiopinent as
well as personnel decisions.

Areas: Whaqiinctions of faculty activity are 10 be vakiated? Teaching,
research, and service are commonly targeted. The Oregon study asked,
"What weights are assigned ... to teaching, scholarship, and tYrviee ...?
Where should a newly appointed !acuity member place the majority of
his energy if he is intent upon attaining a timely promotion?" (Scott.
Thorne, and Beaird 1977, p. 1) The SREB task force observed that, al-
though administrators say that teaching is the most important area of
evaluation, procedures lor evaluating instruction generally are poorly de-
vdoped (Moomaw et al. 1977). This renort will examine the weight given
to areas of evaluation.

Criteria: For each area to be evahiated, it hat criteria should be used and
how specific should the criteria be? For each criterion, what are the stan-
dards of attainment? In the Oregon studv, Scott, Thorne, and Beaird found
a need among all ranks of faculty to unaerstand performance criterla and
institutional exPectations relative to each area of faculty functioning (1977).
Finally, for each standard, what sources of data should be used to show
evidence of attainment? The SREB task force found that data on which
judgments are made were not gathered systematically or consistently
(Moomaw et al. 1977). A major aini of thisreport will be to examine the
trend toward written explicit criteria.

Procedures:What is the sequence of activities for implementing the faculty
evaluation program? The SRBB task force found that administrators usu-
ally initiate and carry out faculty evaluation practices with little faculty
involvement (Moomaw et al. 1977). A lack of faculty involveinent was
noted in the SUNY-faculty council study; Mark advised that "Faculty must
be inv,olved iii the.development of any process that is to affect their profes-

16
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sional careers" (1977, p.101). This report will examine the dominant role
now played by administrators.

Purposes of Evaluation
The abundance of literature on faculty evaluation generally identifies two
purposes: (1) developing and improving faculty and (2) providing infor-

.mation to make promotion, retention, and tenure (PRT) decisions. How-
ever, although this two-fold purpose of faculty evaluation is accepted in

. theory, whether both objectives are met is not so certain (Moomaw etal.
1977; Prodgers 1980). One critic of faculty evaluation concluded that cur-
rent methods and, mactices do not serve well the development of faculty
and the reward of excellence (Fincher 1980).

One problem with this two-fold purpose of faculty evaluation is the
perceived inherent conflict between fmulty development and PRT decision
makinpFor example, Hawley argues that

if the purpose of the program,' is to improve the quality of instruction,
faculty members will rightly /eel sabotaged when tlw data are also used
in making decisions about tenure and salaries. In the first case, evaluation
can be seen as helpli.d; in the second case, it. takes on an arkersary lone
(1977, p. 39).

In theory, it makes sense that, if faculty are provided with feedback
regarding their deficiencies, they will take action to remedy the deficien-
cies. However, to support Hawley's point of view, there is little evidence
that faculty evaluation improves faculty performance (Rippey 1981).

Some,educators contend that the apparent conflict between faculty
development and evaluation is not inherent. Rather, the problem has been,
the failure to recognize that PRT decision making is not an end: It is a
means -to improve instruction and, hence, provide a better sducation for
students (Rose 1976). In a comprehensive study of the relationsilip between
faculty development and evaluation, Smith recognized that ome college
administrators and faculty members believe these two func,ions should

. be administered as separate programs. However, he argued t at faculty
development and evaluation should bt? combined into one program be-
cause they share a common goal, improvement of college teaching (Smith
1976).

.

The authors of4h:s reseaych report believe that the conflict between
faculty development and evaluation is not inhvrent. Faculty evaluation
can serve the dual put-poses of faculty improvement and RRT decision
making if it is -accepted that both purposes share the long-range goal of
improved instruc\tion and student learning. Collecting two separate data
bases for faculty development and faculty evaluation strikes us as inafi-
cient and costlyunnecessarily so. However, the fact that there is little
demonstration of faculty improvement resulting from evaluation must be
addressed. The question is, under what conditions can evaluation lead to
improvement? For example, student ratings alone are not likely to improve
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instruction. However, according to a literature review conducted by
Levinson and Menges, seven studies support the contention that a com-
bination of student ratings and personal consultation (help with inter-
pretation of ratings, suggestions for improving teaching skills, etc.) favors
instructional improvement (1979). In addition, Levinson and Menges found
that a combination of self-ratings and student ratings leads to improve-
menf, -eSpecially when student ratings are less positive than self-ratings
(1979). This condition also was identified by Rippey whose literature re-
view did not overlap Levinson and Menges. An additional condition iden-
tified by Rippey was that evalution conducted early in a college course
favored instructional improvement because it allows faculty adequate
time to make modifications (1981).

At the University of Utah, Department of Family and Community Med-
icine, conditions of evaluation favorable to improvement del iberately were
built into the evaluation of clinical teachers in their family practice teach-
ing rounds. Student ratings were eombi net! with educational consultation
and were contrasted to faculty .elf-ratings; furthermore, data collection
was begun early enough in e teaching rounds to give the instructor time
to make changes in teçIr1g style and strategies. In a study of this process,
Whitman and Sclmenk found that faculty evaluation led to faculty im-
provement (1982).

The debate over the purposes of faculty evaluation will continue into
the 1980s. Although the need to make PRT decisions based on compre-
hensive and systematic evalution is undisputed, the rhetoric about "im-
provemennt of instruction" will continue, -perhaps without resolution
(Parramore 1979). Furthermore, there will be an exploration of other uses
of faculty evaluation: providing information to students for course selec-
tion, allocatipg teaching resources, and research on teaching (Branden-
burg, Braskamp. and Ory 1979; Rippey 1981).

Areas for Evaluation
In higher education, three areas of faculty performance usually identified
for evaluation are teaching, research, and service. Service is considered a
catch-all category and rarely attracts attention as a bone of contention.
According to a survey of university department heads, public and com-
munity service is infrequently recognized and rewarded. Moreover, de-
partment 'heads did not believe that service should be a major factor in
evaluating faculty (Centra 1977, p. 133).

On the otherhand, teaching and research often are seen as competing
obligations. Implicit in the teaching-research dichotomy is the widespread
belief that many faculty relegate teaching to a second-class status because
resear& is rewarded in the PRT process (Jauch 1976). In general, insti-
tutions vary in the weight each area exerts in making PRTdecisions (Rip-
pey 1981). In its "Statement on Teacher Evaluation," the AAUP declares

-4 hat-insti tut ions-should-at-least- set-forth /specific .expectations regarding
teaching, research, and service (AAUP 1975). In fact, many institutions do
so. For example, presidents of large universities, especially private ones
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such as Stanford University and the University of Chicago, have made
institutional statements favoring research over teaching, whereas small
colleges emphasize teaching (Miller 1974).

The actual weight given to teaching versus research in a particular-1,
institution ()nen is not clear to those who work there. In a study of faculty
and their department heads at the University of Missouri-Columbia, Jauch
found that two-thirds of the faculty members perceived publication to be
more important than teaching most or all of the time. On the other hand,
department heads were evenly divided on the question (1976, p. 9).

Is the publish or perish threat a real one? Lewis claims that except in
a dozen or so prestigious institutions, the threat is an empty one. Yet,
many faculty believe that it is difficult to achieve tenure without publi-
cations (1975). That view was supported by Jauch who found that, "Ap-
parently, an individual can be promoted with a good publication record
even though his adequacy as. a teacher may be in doubt. A good teacher
with a poor publication record is at somewhat of a disadvantage" (1976,
p. 9). Other studies support the contention that many colleges and uni-
versities declare teaching to be a high priority, but award tenure and
promotion largely on the basis of publication record (Seldin 1975;
Knapper 1978).

A reason for not giving more weiglit to teaching is that it is difficult
to evaluate. This view is typified by the statement, "If only you could give
the promotions conmilttee more data about the candidate's teaching we
would be glad to use it" (Riftpey 1981:p. 24).

One prominent critic of how teaching is evaluated is L. Richard Meeth,
who entitled his overview to the Change Report on Teachnig: 2. "The State-
less Art .of Teaching Evaluation." lie commented that,

Systematic, comprehensive, aml valid evalna t wn of teaching has been an
ethwational pmblem fir many years. It continues to evade educatom
although most administrators and legislators deshe it as (I meaninglid
way to delermine rewards and sanctions fOr lacully. inl most serions
teachers seek it as a way of nnproving theirperlOrmanct apd more closely
relating wliat they do to what suulents learn. Most crab anon of teaching
has ronited in nulair and inconclnsive distinctions ann ng teache, s with-
out establishing reliable or valid relationshws between ata( teachers do
and n,liai students learn (-I 976, p. 3).

Knapper found it ironic that, at a time when teaching has assumed
greater importance from the point of view of the students and the com-
immity-at-large, it has not assumed a.great importance from the point of
view of faculty evaluation (1978). Although student pressures in the 1960s
helped to stimulate an examination of teaching practices and brought
about the use of student questionnaires to rate faculty teaching perfor-
inance. serious examination of how to evaluate teaching did not follow
untiribe f97O. SPJcifically, thtention was given to estabfishing criteria
to measure !acuity performance and standards to judge it.
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Criteria and Standards
One manifestation of the interest in faculty evaluation in the 1 9 7 0 s was
the development of explicit criteria. The need for specific and written
criteria on which to evaluate faculty was heightened by the scarcity of
financial resources. A typical comment was that losing a %aluable faculty
member or keeping an unproductive one were errors of such magnitude
that it was essential that criteria used in these decisions be as fair and
explicit as possible. In fact, for criteria to be fair, they had to be explicit
(Grinnel and Kyte 1976, p. 44).

The specific attention to the development of explicit criteria also can
be explained by additional factors that are related to the "no growth"
environment. First, academic unions, which grew in number and strength
in the 1970s, became concerned with spelling out the conditions under
which faculty receive tenure (Ladd and Lipset 1973). Second, aspiring
faculty who have been denied promotion have returned to the courts for
redress. In general, the courts expect institutions to publish scriteria for
making PRT decisions (Centra 1979, p. 141).

In 1971, Wolff published a study of criteria used for faculty promotion
in college and university speech departments. The study is noteworthy
because it still reflected the growth period 0r the 1960s. Wolff mailed a
faculty questionnaire on promotion to 200 spA department chairper-
sons of randomly selected colleges and universities. Based on a 58 percent
response rate, she found that criteria for faculty promotion in order of
importance were (I) teaching effectiveness, (2) academic degrees,
(3) publication, (4) extracurricular speech activities, (5) research,
(6) committee involvement with school development, and (7) scholarly ac-
tivities (Wolff 1971). Emblematic of the primitive state of faculty evalu-
ation at the tirne was the general nature of these criteria. In fact, these
are not much more detailed than the three areas of faculty evaluation:
research, teaching, and service.

Also, the ease of promotion duripg a period of growth was reflected by
comments made by departments on the survey (Wolff 1971. p. 283):

"Promotions can be granted to on individual who just stays around
and does an adequate job,"

"Tenure is automatic unless teaching effectiveness or notorious con-
duct leads to uncontestable dismissal."

"Our speech department has all top-ranking faculty."

If Wolff's study was emblematic of evaluation during the period of
growth, the study published in 1972 by Schulman andtrudell symbolized
the changing environment. In, anticipation of a law passed by the Cali-
fornia Assembly in 1971 requiring public school and community college
teachers be evaluated at least once every two years (Senate Bill 696), the
Innovations Committee of Los Angeles Pierce College studied guidelines
for evaluation that would be acceptable to those affected by the new law

' (Schulman and Trudell 1972).
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The committee surveyed the literature on evaluation (they found that
more than 2,000 studies of teacher evaluation had been made since 1900),
submitted a pilot questionnaire to instructors and administrators in the
Los Angeles Community College District, and mailed a revised question-
naire to instructors and administrators within the 94 public community
colleges in California. Based on responses from more than,60 percent of
the questionnaires, representing about 70 percent of the community col-
leges, the committee found that criteria for evaluation of teaching were,
perhaps, the most troublesome aspects of faculty evaluation (1972, p. 34).

For example, there was little agreement about how to measure teaching
effectiveness with objectivity. The committee's recommendation was to
admit the subjectivity of measuring teaching effectiveness and to select
criteria that can be utilized in as nonsubjective a manner as possible.
According to the committee, examples of specific criteria that described
teaching effectiveness included (I) ability to relate to students, (2) ability
to arouse interest, (3) friendliness, (4) empathy, and (5) knowledge of sub-
ject matter. To implement these criteria as objectively as possible, the
committee suggested that classroom visits, if used, should be made by
judges who are most competent to determine effectiveness, for example,
department or division colleagues. Also, when students are given evalu-
ation forms to complete on their instructors, they should be instructed as
to the nature of their task and cautioned against emotional judgments,
pro or con (Schulman and Trude!! 1972).

The problem with subjectivity also was addressed in an evaluation
plan implemented at New River Community College in Dublin, Virginia
(McCarter 1974). In describing the New River program, McCarter stated:

Frequently, an expressed goal of instructional evalmnion is to achieve
objectivity during the process.That this is to any degree possible is at least
a thmbtful pmposition. Even so, it need not deter a school or college front
attempting a creditable faculty evalmuive system (1974, p. 32).

To promote the goal of objectivity. McCarter recommended the use of
collective judgments by students, peers, and supervisors. By using the
judgments of many, the subjectivity of the individual would be minimized
(1974).

The suggestion in the California study that evaluators should strive to
be as nonsubjective as possible and the suggestion in the New River plan
that the collect ion of judgments be as comprehensive as possible represent
two approaches to dealing with subjectivity in evaluating instruction.
flouse characterizes these approaches to objectivity as qualitative versus
quantitative. The qualitative sense of objectivity refers to the quality of
an observation regardless of the number of people making it. Being ob-
jective mtians that the observation is factual, but being subjective means
that is biased. The quantitative sense of objectivity refers to the number
of people making the observation. One person's opinion is regarded as
subjective: whereas, objectivity is achieved through the experience of many
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observers (House 1980). for the most part, faculty evaluation programs
attempt to increase,objectivity throutzh both qualitat:ve and quantitative
approaches: To achieve qualitative objectivity, criteria are developed tO
improve the quality of data collected from an individual evaluator. To
achieve quantitative objectivity, data are collected from nmltiple data
sources.

Qualitative objectivity. Many people can provide data about faculty per-
formance: students, colleagtn:s, administrators, and faculty themselves.
The major approach to improving the qkiality of data from these persons
is to provide them with criteria that are specific and written. The rationale
is that by providing specific behaviors, features, measures, or indicators
to be examined in the areas of teaching, research, and service, the persons
doing the evaluating will know what to assess. By providing evaluators
with criteria, it is hoped that evaluation will be lair. relevant, and ap-
propriately focused.

This approach has been reinforced by court decisions. For example, in
the case of Harkless V. Sweeny Independent School District of Sweeny.
Texas (11 FEP 1005, 1075), it was pointed out that objectivity in faculty
evaluation could be achieved by adhering to the following three guidelines
(Balch 1980):

I. The language in the evaluation instrument used to describe each char-
acteristic to be measured must be composed ol ityrds which (tie reasonably
precise and tatilbrm in meaning,
2. There must be a fairly specific wandard of measurement to guide
the evaluator in ascribing a particular value to a particular character-
1st ic.

3. There must be a reasonably well-defined system lar assigning relative
weight to the characteristics measured (p. 4).

The problem with this approach is that researchers disagree as to
whether there is a well-defined set of criteria for judging faculty perfor-
mance (Tuckman and Hagemann 1976). Whereas Johnson and Stafford
claim that the facult.y reward structure is determined by rational criteria
(1974), others argue that no acceptable criteria have been developed
(Batista 1976) or that aaministrators and faculty are using different sets
of criteria (Meany and Ruetz 1972).

The difficulty of agreeing on criteria was cited in a study of faculty
evaluation in Ph.D. graduate departments of sociology. According to
Gaston, Lamz, and Snyder, "The role of all criteria for promotion (pub-
lication. good teaching, and service) remains unc!ear in the actual pro-
motional decision" (1973, p. 242). In a study of written criteria used by
graduate schools of social work during the 1974-75 academic year. Grinnel
and Kyte found that, although most schools had carefully defined proce-
dures to evaluate faculty, they lacked specific, objective criteria on which
to base these evaluations. However, as evidence of a trend toward the use
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of written criteria, 64 out of 72 responding schools reported they were
either in the process or working on new written criteria or anticipated
doing so. (1976,.p. 44).

A ,major difficulty:id developing criteria is in the domain of judging
the quality of work. For example, in the area of service, it is relatively
easy to document participation. However, merely being involved in public
or community service is not a sufficient indicator of effectiveness (Centra
1979). Similarly, in the area of research, it is relatively easy to establish
a number of required publications, however it is difficult to produce ex-
plicit criteria to judge the quality of published works (Gaston. Lantz, and
Snyder 1975).

There are examples of faculty on promotion committees critically eval-
uating the quality of published work, but the criteria used were not pre-
established. For example, a dean's ad hoc tenure review committee at
Pennsylvania State University, upon denying tenure for a faculty member,
read the person's published work and found two studies "deficient in
design, methods, implementation, and, in the case of one, in conclusions"
(Balch 1980, p. 8).

The need for specific criteria in the area of teaching was recognized
by Spencer, Crow, and Glass, who reported the work conducted by an ad
hoe committee 4 the Cornell University Medical College Department of
Psychiatry during the 1977-78 academic year. The authors found two
major difficulties with evaluating teaching: (1) the aobsence of a single,
concrete end product such as the published results of research and
(2) problems with reliability and validity that seem to accompany any
attempt to measure teaching effectiveness (1979). Others also cite the
difficulties colleges and universities have with developing criteria in the
area of teaching (Meeth 1976; ,Miller 1974).

One technique to develop criteria for teaching is to design evaluation
forms that list the items teachels, students,' and administrators deem
important. Berk (1979) and Wotruba and Wright (1973) present easy-to-
follow methodologies to design such a form, and Fenker describes how a
teacher evaluation form was designed at Texas Christian University (1975).
In addition, Arrcola describes how an instrument developed at Michigan
State University wits adapted by Florida State University (1973). .

According to a literature review conducted by !Ayer in 1973, teacher
evaluation forms were being used extensively by colleges and universities
in the United States as a means to evaluate teaching effectiveness. How-
ever, he found that what was lacking was evidence that the characteristics
listed on these forms made any real difference in the achievement of ed-
ucational objectives by students (1973). This criticism of rating forms was
supported by Meeth:

1 f we belief-understood how students leani, we might better understand
how and what teachers ought to teach. The many lists of leaching activities
prepared over the years . . . cannot be ranked vety conclusively from most
to least important in terms of producing learning (1976, p. 3).
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In order to clarify the types of criteria that could be developed to more
conclusively evaluate teaching, Meet h (1976) adapted Thoth( like's cate-
gories of criteria to teaching effectiveness. "Immediate" criteria are the
lists of teaching behaviors that peoPle believe are related to teaching
effectiveness. e.g., lecture style was conversational. audio.visual aids were
reinforcing, etc. Although these are better than nothing. Meeth complains
that immediate Ecipria are furthest from learning outcomes and are a
long way from raining teaching to learning.

Closer to learning outcomes are "intermediate" criteria, which de-
scribe the process of teaching:

Students were motivated to leant
The structure of the learninkexperience was dm:mined by the goals of

the cverietice.
The content was well ordered, comprehensive, and appropriate to the

abilities of the learners.
Rewards and sanctions were appropriate to the goals of the le, rning

experiet
Goals andlor outcmnes were clearly specified.
Evaluation criteritt, standards, and methodologies were clear and ap-

propriate to the goals of the experience.
S. Methodology was appropriate to the goals of the experience and die
abilities of the learners. (Mewl: 1976, p.

Closest to learning outcomes are "tilt iinate" criteria, which describe
what students learned:

The students learned what the instuctor was nying to teach
in cognitive, affective. andlor psychomotor development
in rate andlor absolute achievement.

Students retained what was learned.
Teacher goals andlor outconws for the /earning experience were met.
Student goals andlor outcomes Ibr the learning experience were met.

(Meet!, 1976, p.

Some educators do not favor using student achievement (ultimate cri-
teria) as a means to measure teacher effectiveness because of differences
in the difficulty of instruetional objectives, difficulty with measuring some
insiruc t iona I object ives, and the potent ial abuse by instructors who "teach
to the test" (McCarter 1974, p. 32). Proponents of using student achieve-
ment argue that, when only the process of teaching is measured (inter-
mediate criteria), only half the evaluation process is really accomplished
(Mark 1977, p. 104).

Including student learning as oneof the criteria to be used in evaluat ing
teaching is one of the most controversial issues in the field of faculty
evaluation. Murray acknowledged that to say that the best teacher is one
whose students learn the most has intuitive appeal. However, he warns
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that, although it is easy to agree with a statement like that, it is almost
impossible to put it into action (Murray 1979). The difliculty of using
student learning as a criterion to measure teaching effeetiveness also was
acknowledged by the Special interest Group on instructional Evaluation
at thtf 1977 Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research As-
sociation. which rejected its use to evaluate the effectiveness of instruction
or instructors. (Dan- 1977).

Nevertheless, including student kanting as one of the criteria t'o be
used in evaluating teaching makes sense to the authors or this report. The
rationale described by Martin for assessing teaching methodologies aptly
justifies why it is necessary to seek out how to use student learning s a
criterion of teaching effectiveness.

So the teacher choosessubject matter, points 01 emphasis within the
discipline, in other tnm/$, what will he taught; the wacher chooses the
methodology 01 this inquity, its strategy and tactics. in other twills, how
10 proceed; the teacher chooses the timing. the sequences, the .specilic
chronology events, iii other words, when things come together to

Pasts 101. choke; and, flintily, the teacher chooses the gut goes-
whv? and so tvhat? These aw the questions that figure in the

conclusions and inles.ences lar action.
The leacher chooses mul Ihe teacher acts. and. working with the stu-

dent, hdps the student detdop a capacity lor dunce and action. Our
commitment to this skill, io this service, needs to Ise kepi in mind as we
assess the methodologies 01 the wachmg prolession (1981. p. OW.

Quantitative objectivity. Acineving qualitative objectivity has been dis-
cunsed in terms of providing explicit criteria to those who evaluate faculty.
Because or the difficulties with developing valid cri teria,and doubts over
the reliability of individual evaluators, multiple sources of data ol ten are
used. Using multiple data sources constitutZ:s a (pursuits:we approach to
the problem of objectivity. The Southern Regional Education Board, among
others, has recogni/A tin: need for this quantitative approach:

A system jar evahnuion tslunddl inclink provisions tor collecting data
ppm litany sources and recommendations lums undispk parneipmus,
singe decishms made even in the'masi carelidly «alcoved syslems uJ
evaluation trill still largely demnd upon a colkoson of tilmcetWe st(5te-
ments (Maoismr et al. 1977, p.

In fact, if there is one conventional wisdom in the lidd of factdty
evaluation, it is that multiple sources of data are prelerrable to one source
(Batista 1976; Centra 1979; Darr 1977; Goldschmid 1978; O'llanlon and
Mortensen 1980). Opinions diller over how to use them.

Students. There has been a consklerabte amount of research interest and
effort regarding the use of student rating forms since the filt formal form

Aur
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(t he Purdue Rating Scale of Instruction) was publishedim 1926 (Darr 1977).
One reason for studying the use ol student ratings ia that this method of
evaluation is used more frequently than any other. According to one sur-
vey, approximately 68 percent of universities in North Arnet ica use student
ratings (Bejar 1975). The rationale for using student ratings is that, since
it is difficult to attribute student learning to the skills of teachers, the next
best thing is to ask students to rate characteristics of teachers that one
would logically expect to be determinants of student learning (Murray
1979). For the most part. faculty members believe that student ratings
should be used as one of several sources of information in making PRT
decisions (Goldenstein and Anderson 1977).

One fows of research regarding student ratings has been their relia-
bility, To what extent are ratings consistent or dependable iror a giveil
teacher? One way ol looking at reliability is to study inter-item consis-
tency. Le.. il six items on a rating form -are supposed to measure the Sallie
aspect of teaching, is there a high average %orrelat ion among the six items'?
In general. stutlies of utter-item consistency demonstrate high average
cdrrelat ion coefficients. In other words. il students rale a teacher high on
one item, they usually will rate him or her high on other items intended
to measure t he SaIllt; characteristic (Murray 1979, p. 9).

Anot her way of looking at reliabi lit % is to study inter-rater consistency,
i.e.. do students agree with one allot her in the ratings they give a teacher?
In general, inter-rater reliability is high, particularly when there are 15
students or more. With less then 15 students, inter-rater reliability drops
off considerably, and, with less thao 10 students, it is probably unwise to
use student ratings (Centra 1973).

A third way of looking at reliability is to study test-retest consistency,
i.e.. arc ratings similar at two points ill the same course or same type of
course? In general, test-retest reliability is high. Teachers who receive a
high rating in the tniddk of a course are likely to receive a high rating at
the end of the course. Likewise. teachers who receive a high rating in a
course are likely to receive a high rating when teaching the same or a
similar course again (Murray 1979. p. 12).

On the other hand, in general, there is low reliability across dif ferent
types ol courses. For example, ratings for teaching a large introductory
lecture course and for teaching an upper-class seminar mav be unrelated.
One itnp lien t ion of the low correlation of ratings aetoss diiferent types of
courses is that student ratings used in FRT decisions require a good sam-
pling from different types of courses because a high or low rating in one
type of course cannot be used reliably to judge a faculty member's teaching
skills (Murray 1979, p. 13).

Although most faculty favor inclusion of student ratings for faculty
eva uat ion. some question tIuc extent to which extraneous course, student
and hist nictor eharacterist ics influence such rat ings (Brandenburg. I3ras-
kanfp, and Ory 1979). In a review of studies Murray (1979) found:

Students in larger classes gave lower ratings.
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Teachers who assign low grades tend to receive lower ratings.
Classes that meet at mid-day tend to receive lower ratings.
Ratings on days when attendance is very high or very low tend to

be high.

According to Murray's analysis of the studies of student bias, bias factors,
although statistically significant: are not large enough to single-handedly
invalidate student ratings as a measure of teaching effectiveness (1979, p.
24).

',In addition to student bias, another objection to using student.ratings
in PRT decisions is that they are not valid measures of teachingieffec-
tiveness (Brandenburg, Braskamp, and Ory 1979). In other words,'sorne
teachers with high student ratings may actually be associated with low
levels of student learning, and other teachers with low student ratings
may actually be associated with high levels of students learning! A study
often cited to support the invalidity of student ratings is known as the
"Dr. t'ox."§tudy. In this study, an actor-was trained to lecture charistnat-
ically but nonsubstantirdy on a topic he knew nothing about, "Mathe-
matical Game Theory as Applied to Physician Education." The actor,
introduced as Dr. Myron L. Fox to a group of psychiatrists, psychologists,
and social workers, had been coached touse double talk, non sequitors,
and contradictory statements. In general, those who attended the live
lecture and those who viewed a videotape of the lecture rated Dr. Fox as
a good teacher: kle seemed interested in the subject; he used enough ex-
amples to clarify his material; he presented the material in a well orga-

- nized-form; he stimulated thinking, ete. (Naftulin, Ware, and Donnelly
1973).

One conclusion of this study is that students, even if they are profes-
sionel educators, can be "seduced".into thinking that a teacher is good.
This "Dr. Fox effect" has been replicated in a series of similar studies
(Ware and Williams 1975; Kane and Schorow 1977; Ramagli and Green-
wood 1980). The counter-argument to the "Dr. Fox effect" is that, although
student ratings are not sensitive to content differences under some cir-
cumstances, such as a single-episode guest speaker, real teachers in real
classrooms cannot fool students into thinking they have learned when
they have not.

The fact that studAt ratings can be biased by irrelevant factors and
that student ratings are not consistently correlated to actual learning
highlights the need for multiple data sources. In recommending why stu-
dent ratings should be used in conjunction with other measures, Sheehan
pointed out that

Administrators should make use of tiffs information without forgetting
that classificatbry errors can rest& because of the imperfect validity of
the ratings. Until instrumentatidii is improved, the strategy of admMis-
trators should be one of collecting as nmch information from as many
sources as possible (1975, p. 697).
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Faculty colleagues. At most colleges and uni;ersities, colleagues play an
important role in evaluating faculty. In particular, faculty on promotion
committees mike judgments regimling the quantity and quality of re-
search and service. In addition, faculty are asked to rate each other's
teaching based on classroom visits and review of teaching material's (Cen-
tra 1979). However, in contrast to the literature on ,student ratings or
faculty, there seems to be a dearth of literature on the use of colleague
evaluation (Batista 1976; Darr 1977). Most studies of colleague evaluation
cpmpare their ratings of teaching to those made bv students or admin-
istrators. For example, Blackburn and Clark studied & colleague, student,
and administrator ratings of teacher effectiveness for 45 faculty members
in a midwest college and found that the ratings were significantly cor-
related (1975, p. 247). Similar results had been doctimented by Murray
(1972).

For }he most part , the method of colleague evaluation is similar to that
used for student evaluation: Faculty are rated on items deemed important
to good teaching. In fact, Nadeau (1977) suggested the students and faculty
use the same rating forms. Hildebrand. Wilson. and Dienst (1971) de-
soribed how faculty developed their own rating form.

Although less is known about colleague evaluation than student eval-
, uation, it is suspected that there are problems with the reliability of peer

evaluators. Often, colleagues base their judgments about the quality of
teaching, research, and service on overall impressions rather than direct ,

observation. Ftirthermore, these impressions may be biased by depart-
mental jealousies and.rivalries (Batista 1976, p. 261). The importance of
getting along and not making waves was one of Lewis's major themes in
Scaling the Ivory nailer (1975). and the presence of bias was underscored
by Mark in her SUNY case study: "Personal biases are present and must
be understood and not allowed to influence the.evaluation of a colleague
whose style,_philosophy and manner of presentation differs from the eval-
uators"' (1977, p. 102).

In addition to problems with reliability, colleague evaluation is com-
promised by the same problems with validity experienced with student
evaluation: Popularity with suldents and peers is not necessarily related
to good teaching, and high ratings are not necessarily associated with
learning outcomes. Th e main problem perceived by Batista is that research
in the area of colleague evaluation has not been dealt with eystematica lly.
He has two recomme4dations for t esearch: (I) to develop adequate in-
struments and (2) to study interaction between the characteristics of the
evaluator and the characteristics of the person being evaluated (Bat,j_s, A

1476. p. 264).
The lack of understanding of how colleague evaluation works and should

work was also cited by French-Liazovik (1981), who warned that, because
considerable progress was made during the 1970s to improye the quality
of student data, college administrators may believe that other data on
teaching effectiveness are not needed. In one of the most detailed descrip-
tions of how colleague evaluation should work, she points out that faculty
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peer review is an essential data base because faculty peers are uniquely
qualified to judge the sulistance of teaching.

The approach recommended by French-Lazovik is for faculty to main-
tain dossiers on their teaching, research, and service. For example, a dos-
sier on teaching should include a brief and objective description of each
course taught, its objectives, enrollment, credit hours, etc. In a valuable
contribution to the field of colleague evaluation, French-Lazovik has de-
signed a form (see Appendix A) for peer evaluators to use when studying
faculty dossiers.

The thrust of French-Lazovik's position is that there is a need to eval-
uate aspects of teaching that can only be judged by other faculty. Referring
back to Meeth's adaptation of Thorndike's categories of criteria, perhaps
students are a suitable data base to evaluate immediate criteria, i.e., te
assess teaching behaviors that are believed to be related to teaching ef-
fectiveness. On the other hand, perhaps faculty peers are a suitable data
base to evaluate intermediate criteria, i.e., to assess the process of teaching.

The need ,,to make better use of peer evaluation was emphasized by
Batista (1976), who pointed out that colleagues are in better position to
evaluate certain faculty behaviors than are students or administrators.
Teacher behaviors that Batista gontends cannot be validly evaluated by
students or administrators include:

1. Up-to-date knowledge of subject matter.
2. Quality of research.
3. Quality of publications and papers.
4. Knowledge of what must be taught.
5. Knowkdge and application of 1Iw most appropriate or most adequate
methodology fir leaching specific content areas.
6. Knowledge and application of adequate evaluative iechniqiws for
objectives of hislher coiirse(sr.
7. Professional behavior according to current ethical standards.

I 8. Institutional and,community services.
9. Personal and proPssional auribuws.
10. Attitude toward and commitment to colleagiws, students, and tlw
institution (p. 262).

Thus, although there is a need to know more about how to reliably use
peer review, a more systematic utilization of colleague evaluations ulti-
mately will provide amore valid evaluation of faculty.

Self-evaluation. In comparison with student ratings, there has been little
study of peer evaluation. However, there has been even less written about
self-evaluation (Darr 1977). One approach to.self-evaluation is for faculty
to rate themselves on written scales similar or identical to those used by
students. According to Blackburn and Clark (1975), there is a low corre-
lation between student ratings and self-ratings; in general, faculty rate
themselves higher. Consequently self-ratings rarely are used for PRT de-
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cision making. However, self-ratings are recommended fo the purpose of
implovement. For example, Whitman reconunends using a discrepancy
between student ratings and self-ratings as a kernel of a problem for the
teacher to solve, leading to nonrandom attempts to improve instruction
(1981).

In addition to completing rating forms, another approach to self-eval-
uation is for faculty to describe their academic efforts. For example, with
regard to teaching efforts, self-evaluation would include a description of
the faculty member's approaches to teaching, problems with teaching,
and efforts to improve. We recommend that "effort to improve teaching"
be included as a criterion of teaching effectiveness. Thus, documentation
of how faculty assess their own needs and implement plans to meet these
needs could be used as a source of data in evaluating faculty. For example,
as a "principle of sound evaluation 011anlon and Mortensen suggest
that:

The total evaluation 01 faculty members should include consideration of
what thq are doing fOr their own development, including attendance at
n.orkshops. redevdopment of teaching maternity, trying new appmaclws,
and seeking lwlp from colleagues and instructional mist:hams. These
considerations should include how the teacher is profiting from evalua-
tions received limn suuhnus and others (1980. p. 666).

In addition to documenting improvement of teaching, we recommend
documenting research and service improvement.We justify this data source
on The basis that, by definition, a good faculty member is one who seeks
to improve performance ol teaching, research, and service at any current
level of performance.

Administrative era/nation. Virtually all faculty evaluations conducted for
the purpose of PRT decision making use evaluation by administrators,
since department heads and deans are usually involved in making per-
sonnel decisions. However, rather than generating their own data, ad-
ministra t ors tend to evaluate faculty based on student ant.. colleague data
sources already collected (Darr 1977). When it is possible to judge from
research studies, ratings by administrators tend to be the same as ratings
by colleagues (Ericksen and Kulik 1974, p. 3).

Because of the time involved in becoming lamiliar with an individual
faculty member's teaching, research, and service efforts, i. is unlikely that
administrators wi I I persona Ily evaluate faculty except in small institutions
(Darr 1977; O'Hanlon and Mortensen 1980). Thus, most attention to ad-
min istrat ive evaluation is placed on how adm mistmtors use available data
sources. For cxample, at Franklin and Marshall, a small liberal arts college
in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, a faculty member's department head and dean
evaluate teaching by reviewing ( I) evaluations from all students in all
the teacher's courses, (21 exit interviews with department seniors,
(3) "grapevine" feedback from students, (4) course syllabi, and, some-
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times, (5) observations of classroom teaching. Based on these data sources,
the gepartment head and dean independently rate the faculty memberon
an ordinal scale:

Rate a 0 on this criterion if, on the basis of the evidence, it can be said
that the faculty member was below average on all measures and counts.

Rate a 1 on this criterion if, on the basis of the evidence, it can be said
that the faculty nwmber was below average, taking all counts andmeasures
as a whole even though on some measures or comas he or she may have
been above average.

Rate a 2 on this criterion if on the basis of the evidence, it can be said
that die Acidly nwnther was average, taking all counts and measures as
a vhok.

Rate a 3 on this criterion if, on the basis of the evidence, it can be said
that die facidly nwmber was above average, taking all counts andnwasures
as a whole.

Rate a 4 on this criterion if, on the basis of the evidence, it can be said
that the faculty member was above average on,all counts and measures.

Raw a 5 on this criterion on the basis of the evidence, it can be said
that die faculty member %vas clearly excellent on ciii counts and measures
(Michalak and Friedrich 1981, pp. 586-87).

After the department head and dean confer and reconcile any differ-
ences, the ratings are reported to the faculty member, who can appeal a
rating to the dean. The dean makes the final decision.

Theirapproach to evaluating a faculty member's scholarship is similar.
The department head and dean independently rate scholarship usingan-
other ordinal scale:

Raw a 0 on this criterion if die faculty member has, during the past
year, (1) had no publicwions and (2) had no systematic program of re-
search and study.

Raw a 1 on this criterion if the hicidty member has, during the past
year, (1) pithlished a book review or its equivalent or (2) pursued a sys-
tematic program of research and study leading toward further publicatimi
or the presentation of a new course.

Raw a 2 on this criterion if the faculty member has, during the past
year, displayed activity in scholarship by having (1) published an article
or equivalent series of book reviews or subsidized studies and (2) pursued
a systematic program of research cud study leading toward killer pub-
lication or the presentation of a new course.

Raw a 3 on this criterion if the Acidly member has, during the past
year, displayed good scholarship by having (1) published one or.two high-
quality articles or edited an anthology or book of readhlgs (nal (2) pursued
a systematic program of research and study leading tomird publication
or the presentation of a new course.

Raw a 4 on this criterion if the faculty member has, during the past
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year, displayed excellence in scholarship by having (1 ) pursued a system-
atic research atul study progratn leading tward litrther publication or the
presentation of a new course and (2) published a book or equivalent of
articles andlor tnonographs, or the equivalent in the line arts; or (instead
of 2) (3) devised a set of pwcedures or syllabus thw could be expected to
Oct the teaching of the discipline in first-rate colleges and universities.

Rate a 5 on this criterion if the faculty member has, during the past
year, displayed otastatuling.excellence in scholarship by having ( I ) pursued
a systematic research and study program leading toward larther publi-
cation or the presentation of a not. course and (2) authored a high.quality
bookor an equivalent set of articles andlor tnonographs, or the equivalent
in the line arts; or (instead of 2) (3) devised a set of procedures or syllabus
that can be expected to substantially change óte teaching of the discipline
in lirst-rate colleges and universities. (Michalak and Friedrich 1981 , pp.
584-85)

Michalak and Friedrich admit the subjectivity of the measures. How-
ever, they contend that the use of an original rating scale plus multiple
data sources enhance reliability and validity. Clearly, their approach at-
tempts to promote Objectivity by both qualitatiT and quanti tative means.
In other words", qualitative objectivity is enhanced by a technique (the
ordinal rating scale) to improve evaluations conducted by individual de-
partment heads and deans; quantitative qbjectivity is enhanced by using
multiple sources of data rather than relying on observations of a single
party. Although the procedures used at Franklin and Matshall reflect
administrative routines of that institution and may be difficult to replicate'
elsewhere, we recommend the technique of providing administrators with
descriptive scales and using multiple raters.

Having considered the purposes of evaluation (faculty improvement
and PRT decision making), the areas to be evaluated (teaching, researa,
and service) and criteria (explicit and written) to assess these areas of
performance, the fourth major issue to be addressed concerns procedure,
i.e., the sequence of activities for implementing a faculty evaluation pro-
gram.

Administrative Procedures
A critical issue in faculty evaluation is determining how data are collected
and reviewed. One approach is for individual faculty to bear the "burden
of proof.'" In other words, at some institutions, faculty are expected to
provide evidence of their teaching, research, and service effectiveness.
Prior to the 1970s, this was the predominant approach to data collection.
Its major disadvantage is that data collection is not standardized and
often what is evaluated is not faculty performance in the areas of teaching,
research, and service, but rather faculty skill in collecting and presenting
data in a favorable light. Since the 1970s, there has been a trend toward
systemat ic, standard data collection. Increasingly, insti tut ions are spelling
out what data faculty should collect regarding their .own performance,
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often in the form of teachers' dossiers. Moreover, institutions are spelling
out what data the institution will routinek collect regarding faculty per-
formance. The major hdvantage is that faculty members know in advance
what their responsibilities are (Centra 1979).

The shift in responsiblity from those who are going to be evaluated to
those who are going to be doing the evaluating is rollected in Eble's rec-
ommendations to department heads with respect to PRT decisions:

1. Keep cwelid records of what each member of a department does as a
teacher, quarter kr quarter, year kr year.
2. At temtre time ortime of other important reviews, redtwe these data to
an easily grasped form and place them in the hands of everyone involved
in the review.
3. Most of all, say a great deal about teaching before tenure time. If you
wait to speak. it will always be too late (1978, p. 30).

On almost every aspect of promotion, retention, and tenure, institu-
tional policies and practices vary. Although some colleges and universities
may still use informal procedures to make PkTdecisions, the trend toward
more systematic evaluation has included a formalmation of faculty per-
sonnel policies and Kocedures.

hi the academic profession, as in other professions, members of the
profession nmke personnel decisions. In most colleges and universities, it
is senior faculty who litirp make PRT decisions; although, in some cases
even junior faculty are represented in the process. While practices vary,
often faculty commit tees make recommendations to administrative offi-
cers, e.g.. deputrnent heads, deans, academic vice presidents, and presi-
dents. (Commission on Academic Tenure 1973).

Once the data are collected, the review process, for the most part, is
dominated by administrators. Given the importance of evaluation deci-
sions to individual faculty, Moomaw was surprised that faculty rarely
play a substantial wte in the functioning of faculty evaluation programs.
The Southern Regional Education Board survey of assignment of principal
evaluation responsibility for decisions on salary; promotion, and tenure
demonstrated conclusively that the academic dean and department chair-
person are the two most important persons. The departmentehairperson
was more important in doctoral and master's legree institutions and the
academic dean was more important at bachelor's degree and two-year
institutions (Moomaw et al. 1977).

There are two views regarding the dominant role played by adminis-
trators in evaluating faculty. According to one view, evaluating faculty
for making PRT decisions is an appropriate responsibility for adminis-
trators. Defending the view that PRT decision making is an administrative
responsibility, the dean of one New England college of education com-
mented, "There is no set of data or procedure for gathering it and no
review process that can subkitute for our [deansl professional judgment"
(Philippi 1979, p. 9).
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Philippi acknowledges the difficulty of evaluating faculty, but does not
back away from the responsibility:

In a university the academic administrator is a double agent, serving as
an agent of the vety faculty he is supposed to evaluate as the agent of the
'university . f an academic administrator is incapable of consistent,
sound judgment, termination of that administrator would alone improve
persOnnel practices in the institution (1979, p.

The view that administrators are responsible for evaluating faculty
does not exclude faculty from participating in developing and evaluating
the process. In fact, faculty involvement in developing the evaluation pro-
gram and critiquing it is explicity recommended by Mark (1977).

According to a second view of the role played by administrators, ad-
ministrators should have less control. Notably, academic unions generally
try to reduce or eliminate the power of administrators to reward faculty.
For example, unions have sought to have new appointments defined as
"probationary," which implies a claim to permanency for faculty who can
demonstrate that they can handle the job (Ladd and Lipset 1973. p. 72).
In general, where collective bargaining exists:due process fort faculty being
evaluated is spelled out, and faculty committees are plaIni, an increased
role in recommending personnel decisions and listening to aP`. cals. Never-
theless, administrators continue to play dominant roles in t w process.

The need for due process is highlighted by the decisions f coUrts. In
a review of court cases and their implications (which shouk be read by
all administrators and faculty concerned with faculty evalua ion). Balch
documents that many courts have hesitated to take a role in t e decision-
making process of faculty evaluation. For the most part, cou .ts defer to
the expertise of administrators and facultv to evaluate,facult%. However,
she notes a rise in the number of cases brought to court and the illingness
of courts to become more involved than they used to be. Balch attributes
the rise in the nuMber of cases brought to court to the financia retrench-
ment in higher education. As relocation becomes more difficult w faculty,
the willingness to fight negative personnel decisions through ItIgal chan-
nels becomes more attractive (1980).

The willingness of courts to become' more involved can be at tributed
to the notion of "state action" in private institutions. In other wdrds, some
courts view private colleges and universities that receive large amounts
of federal and state funding as public institut ions. Consequent ly the Four-
teenth Amendment, which ,provides that the state shall not &wive any
person of life, liberty, or property without due process of law, nlay apply
to private as well as public institutions. Thus, at a minimum, cOljeges and
universities should comply with due process in making PRT flecisions,
i:e., provide faculty with proper notice and an opportunity for a fair hear-
ing. Also, although courts showIittle or no interest in the specif e criteria
included or evaluation methods used, they do expect criteria an methods
to be published (Centra 1979).
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As a result of her review of legal actions, Balch 'recommended that
administrators should:

I. become knowledgeable concerning the ever-changing legal obliga-
tions and rights of publidprivate institutions toward fit deity evalua-
tion.
2. be certain of Maier role as an administrator in carrying out the

evaluation policies and practices of the institution.
3. make certain that tlw evaluation process of each jiwzdty member is

job-related.
4. be sure that the faculty evaluations are not discriminatory in intent,

applicatiou, or results.
5. be certain that evaluation forms contain precise and zmifimn language

and should be statistically valid.
6. guarantee that evaluators at the institution are trained in how to use

and'analyze evaluation instruments.
7. provide for the performance evaluation process to include the appro

priate variety of represented groups students, jiwulty peeis within and
without the department, and administrators.

8. insist that perjanname evaluation procedures be concluded in entirety
before making any changes in personnel decisions.

9. imzform faculty members in writing of the results of their performance
evaluation.
10. see that their insthution develops thwoligh written policies pertaining
to the use of fiwulty ffaluat icoz, procedures for adozhzistration, and various
rules which may govern any decisions rendered.
I I. make certain that these policies are comomnicated to all newly hired
faculty ?mothers before they sign iheir first contract so that hoth parties
fidly understand the entire evaluation process.
12. provide for consistency of standards and procedures of Mculty eval-
uation.
13. tvork Thr improved administrative-faculty contmunications to keep
evaluation procetheres "above board."
14.create a sense of fairness in Meing evaluation problem.
15., not take rash action to mere "hear-say" of other Acuity members.
16. check on current insurance policies jar maximum coverage permitted
by law (for possible cases of administrative liability in evaheation).
I 7. employ legal counsel who has a good knowledge of the institution, its
organizational structure, policies, and goals.
18. have this legal counsel keep tlw administrative staff and Mculty, as
well as students, current on their rights in tlw entire evaluation picture
(1980, pp. 38-39).

In addition, Balch recommends that Mculty should:

I. be aware of and get to know the next highest person in administrative
authority. When a problem arises, contact this person first.
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2. Ity to have a third neutral party present when dealing with a d'hot"
issue tvith either students or administration.
3. keep and maintain written memoranda of conkrences andlor tele-

phone coilversations.
4. be aware that nothing can be assumed to be confidential if told to a

student or a colleague.
5: keep up to date written personal records of all academic accomplish-

ments, service, and honors. II

6. milize,the student evaluation process of the institution and for added
strength, design sell:evaluation jbrms for classes to respond to other types
of questions.

7. keep all records from the time of hiring (contracts, faculty handbook,
catalogs, etc.) in a chronological file.
8. not attack verbally and publicly the department chairperson, dean, or

t,--presideiit of thZ! institution.
\I \ 9. keep current about new laws, rides, regulations, or policies which
'e night alkcohe teachii ig position.

0. tty to remain out of the "losing" categories such as "immoral, be-
taviorally undesirable, or incompetent" ( l980, pp. 37-30.

here are pressures on colleges and universitie's to develop adminis-
trat ve procedures acceptable to faculty and their union representatives
and to implement a faculty evaluation program consistent with the re-
quirements of due process. These pressures point to as much faculty in-
volvement as possible in designing, implementing, and critiquing the
evaluation process. In response to these pressures, the Southern Regional
Education Board initiated its faculty evaluation project in 1977 to help_ ..
member institutions design, revise, or critique their faculty evaluation
programs. This regional approach is worth noting because the major rea-

. sons for its success may be applicable elsewhere.

SREB faculty evaluation project. SREB's faculty evaluation project was
an 18-month project to help 30 participating institutions promote the
principles of comprehensive, systematic faculty,evaluation. A stimulus for
the project had been SREB's 1975 survey and-the 1975-76 case studies:
which showed evidence that, in general, faculty evaluation was not com-
prehensive and systematic. In the fall of 1977, the project staff conducted
two regional conferences to discuss the SREB findings and to encourage
member institutions to apply to be among the 30 colleges and universities
to develop new or revised faculty evaluation programs with the assistance
of SREB resources. Fifty-six institutions applied for the 30 positions. Se-
lections were based on diversity of type of institution and reflected various
levels of sophistication and types of practice. The aim of the project was
to help improve faculty evaluation on a regional level:

Central to the project's rationale was the belief that institutions could
benefit from collectively addressing the same issues and using similar
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change strategies tmder a regional cunbrella which included periodic group
experiences and access to similar regional resources while working on
appropriate local approaches (O'Connell and Smartt 1979, p. 4).

To implement a regional approach, the SREB formed a task force on
faculty evaluation, which reviewed staff findings, produced recommen-
dations for developing a new or revised evaluation program, and served
as an advisory committee to monitor progress throughout the project. At
each campus, an institutional team of at least two faculty members and
one academic administrator was formed. Institutional team members at-
tended three workshops at six-month intervals. After each workshop, one
of the workshop leaders visited each campus to consult with the institu-
tional team there. In addition, project staff kept in contact with institu-
tional team members.

The SREB faculty evaluation project was evaluated by a three-member
team: Jon F. Wergin of Virginia Commonwealth University, Al Smith of
the University of Florida, and ceorge E. Rolle of the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools. On a rotating basis, two members of the evalu-
ation team observed each of the three semi-annual workships and used
an evaluation form to assess thewifectiveness of these workshops. Also,
after each workshop, on!: member of each institutional team was inter-
viewed. In addition, following each visit by a consultant to one of the 30
campuses, the consultant and the institutional team members completed
an evaluation form. Finally, each evaluation team member visited five
institutions and reviewed the portfolio of five institutions.

According to the evaluation team, the 30 participating institutions
could be organized into three categories:

I. Fifteen institutions had set a goal(of developing a new comprehen-
sive faculty evaluation system from scratch. The evaluation team found
Mat five accomplished their goals in full, i.e., a new system had been
developed, fieldtested, ;Approved, and readied for full implementation.
Four had developed, a new ,system that was currently being field-tested;
four had developed parts of a new system such as a student evaluation
form; and two had not progressed much beyond preliminary data collec-
tion such as faculty surveys and interviews.

2. Nine institutions had set a goal of modifying or "fine tuning" their
current system, e.g., revising tht student rating form or tying faculty
evaluation close to faculty developm*ent. The evaluation team found that
eight of these institutions had made significant progress. In the one school
that had not made significant progress, poor communication and a low

4,
level of trust between the faculty and the administration seemed to be the
deterrencto implementing revisions in their faculty evaluation program.

3. Six institutions had set a goal of reviewing and assessing the status
quo and improving communicat ion about faculty evaluation. These tended
to be large institutions with existing formal systems of faculty evaluation.
The evaluation team found that the project had little observable impact
at only one of those schools (Wergin, Smith, and Rolle 1979, pp. 7-11).

1t
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The evaluation team concluded:

In stonmary, then, with a finv erceptions, the institution(ll teams Iliad)
made significant progress toward accomplishing their original goals. This
progress luts perhaps been most impressive in those colleges in the first
group qvho started Aom "ground zero" . Further, there [were] major
successes in both of the other two groups as well. Overall, acmss the 30
project institutions, obsetvable progress toward goal accomplishment [was)
visible and observable in all but finir (Wergin, Smith, and Rolle 1979, pp.
8-9).

In addition to the importance of thy SREB faculty evaluation project
as an emblem of the growing interest in faculty evaluation during the
1970s, the project is important because the major reasons responsible for
progress in the participating institutions are applicable to colleges and
universities elsewhere. According to the evaluation team, seven charac-
teristics in descending order of importance were:

1. active support and involvement of top-level administrqtors;
2. faculty involvement ,throughout the project;
3. faculty trust in administration;
4. faculty dissatisfaction with the status quo;
5. historical acceptance of faculty evaluation:
6. presence of an institutional statement covering the philosophy and
uses of evaluation; and
7. degree of centralized institutional decision making (Wergin, Smith.
and Rolle 1979).

For college faculty and administrators who, wish to improve faculty
evaluation at their campuses, these characteristics provide a template for
assessing conduciveness to change. Also, in the absence of these charac-
teristics, agents of change are provided with organizational goals to aim
for when preparing for change in faculty evaluation.
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Summarkt and.Conclusions

A trend that began in the 1970s and continued into the 1980s has been to
examine how faculty are evaluated. Manifestations of this trend have been
meta evaluations conducted by systems of higher education, more system-
atic programs of faculty evaluation developed by individual institutions,
and research studies carried out by evaluation specialists.

Purposes of Evaluation
A critical review of this trend indicates that, currently, faculty evaluation
does not serve well the dual purposes of making personnel (promotion.
retention-tenure) decisions and helping faculty improve. An examination
of faculty evaluation systems indicates that often making personnel de.
cisions is more readily served than,helping faculty improve. For many
faculty, evaluation of their performance is threatening and the ends of
evaluation are perceived as punitive.This view is reinforced in institutions
where there is a low level of trust between the administration and the
faculty. Also, negative attitudes of faculty toward evaluation can be ex
pectea where faculty have not played important roles in the initiation or
development of the faculty evaluation program.

In some institutions, administrators naively believe that faculty de-
velopment flows naturally from faculty evaluation. It is assumed that, if
faculty are provided with evaluation data, they will seek to improve thpir
performance. However, there is little evidence that this is automatically

qwe. Studies indicate that evaluation can lead to development under cer.
cgin conditions, e.g., if bducational consultation accompanies evaluation.

Ironically, in some institutions where educational resources are available,
faculty developers intentionally disassociate themselves from the faculty
evaluation program because of its negative image.

An advantage of linking faculty development to evaluation is the ef-
ficiency of one system of data collection, Unfortunately, at the present
time, many administrators and faculty see that the purpose of faculty
evaluation is to make personnel decisions and pay lip service to the pur-
pose of faculty improvement. This is unlikely to change in the near future.
However, it will change in colleges and universities that use development
and improvement as a criterion in their evaluation of faculty. In other
words, faculty evaluation will serve the dual purposes of making personnel
decisions and developing faculty where it is rewarding in the PRT process
for faculty to demonstrate evidence of development and improvement.

0

Areas for Evaluation
The major areas to be evaluated are teaching, research, and service. The
trend in faculty evaluation is to debate the weight of teaching versus"-
research. In most colleges and universities service is considered in a distant-
third place, although this may not be the.case in institutions that,Itive a
historic tradition of public service.

Although some research.oriented universities stress thithportance of
research over teaching, most colleges and universities,purport to stress
teaching. However, many faculty believe that the,eniphasis on teaching
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is lip service and that research is given more weight in evaluation. ln some
cases, this perception is correct. In these institutions, often administrators
lament the difficulty of evaluating teaching and would like to give it more
weight "if only" it could he measured adequately.

Faculty will be less threatened by evaluation when (1) the weight given
to teaching, research, and service is made explicit and (2) discrepancies
between purported and actual weights are diminished. Evaluating what
is believed to be the important areas of performance rather than easy-to-
measure areas will go a long way toward increasing confidence in the
evaluation process. This will require advances in the state of the art of
developing criteria and standards.

Criteria and Standards
Wi th the general trend toward more systema tic and comprehensive faculty
evaluation, efforts have been niatte to improve the objectivityof evaluation.
The qualitative approarh to objectivity emphasizes improving the quality
of dap collected from any single source, namely by providing written
explicit criteria and standards of performance. The quantitative approach
to objectivity emphasizes collecting data.from multiple sources, e.g., stu-
dents, peers,.self, and.administrators.

Because of the impetus to hive more weight to teaching, criteria de-
velopMent has focused mostly on clarifying just what are the attributes
of effective teaching for those doing the evaluating as well as for those
being evaluated. Thus far, the trend is to design forms that ask students
and peers to evaluate an instructor on elements considered demonstrative
of effective teaching.

One unresolved tissue is .the use of student learning as evidence of
effective teaching. To resolve this issue, much more will have to known
about the relationship between teaching and learning. Although more is
being learned from the experimental work of cognitive psychologists, the
efforts of colleges and universities to include student learning as one of
manly data sources also will increase our understanding of student learning
as a criterion of teaching effectiveness.

Another unresolved issue concerns,peer review of classroom teaching
versus review of teacher dossiers. Some faculty consider classroom vis-
itation an infringement of rights, a negative action. Others believe that
teacher dossiers are too removed from the act of teaching. Unfortunately,
relatively little has been done to study the area of colleague evaluation.
The state of the art is primitive regarding hdw to use peer review in
technically adequate, useful, efficient, and ethical ways.

In the view of the authors, the development of written,,explicit criteria
and standards has produced a tremendous conflict in valnes, which we
have chosen to call a "crisis in spirit." On one hand, there is the value of
fair play. By making criteria and standards used to evaluate faculty ex-
plicit, faculty know what is expected of them. Being explicit protects fac-
ulty against race and sex discrimination as well as against othee arbitrary
judgmen ts.
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, On the other hand, there is the value of faculty motivated by intrinsic
rather than extrinsic reasons. Explicit criteria encourage faculty to qdo
things for the sake of evaluation. A potential abuse is that faculty will
meet criteria, but not with quality or the desired spirit of action. For
eximple, suppose that one criterion of effectivimeaching is "the instructor
provides students with an up-to-date bibliography." A teacher who is
intrinsically motivated to conduct courses may naturally be fathiliar with
new contributions to th ,.! literature and will update the bibliography-as a
Matter of,course. In this case, we can imagine a teacher who critically
reads the literature-and thoughtfully adds to and subtracts from the bib-
liography with student needs in mind. Before the development of explicit
criterra, his or her milintenance of an up-to.date bibliography might even
have been citedpost facto as evidence of good teaching at the time of
tenure review.

With the advent of explicit criteria, cnie could iiow imagine a faculty
meMber adding new citations to the bibliography without having read
the new materials. In addition, older citations could bi; dropped without
weighing which of the old sources deserve ,to be maintained-on the bib- s

liograiihy. In fact, one could even imagine an extrinsically motivated teacher
preparing an annotated bibliography based on information proNided on
book jacket covers and jourmil article abstracts! Meeting criteria for the
sake of evaluation coidd produce what we have ehbsen to call arisis"
spirit."

The Commission on Academic Tenure in Higher Education (jointly
sponsored by the American Association of University Professors and the
Association of American Colleges) anticipated the same Rroblem in its
final,report:

Evaluation too often stresses quantity miller than quality. Review com-
mittees are"hnpressed by the number of publications rather than ky their
significance. Extrinsic sig,ns such as the geperal reputatiog of journals or
publiOwrs are ofien substituted for a positive.; assessment of the work itself
Nomenured members of 'fiwulties, bdievingthat largely quantitative tests
of publication premil, lose confuknce in the evaluation process and are
oftenprommed to undertake quick projects that will expand their bibli-
ographies, rather than to work on,,more difficph or more long-term prob-
kms (1973, p. 39).

Precedent for this crisis can be found'in the movement toward instruc-
tional objectives. In the 1960s, when instructional objectives became pop-
ular, nroponents argued that instructional objectives promoted fairness
because students would know what to study. The argument was similar
to the ond used on behalf of explicit criteria for faculty evaluation: If
students and teachers are informed in advanceof what is the basis of their
evaluation, eveqone will have equal opportunity to succeed.

However, thoexperiences of some faculty with instructional objectives
are that it is difficult to"writoobjectives for high levels (gleaming, e.g.,
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analyzing versus knowing, low-let el learning tends to trivialize learning,
e.g., "the student will be able to define ... recognize ... identify;" and
students who study only to meet objet tiv es do not go beyond the objectives.
Similarly, it is possible that Faculty evaluation will be based on criteria
that are the easiest to measure and faculty will meet standards in a pro-
cedural rather than substantive fashion. The challenge in faculty evalu-
ation is to promote fairness by using explicit criteria and promote quality
with high standards.

Administrative Procedures
A review of faculty evaluation reveals that, in many colleges and uni-
versit ies1 faculty involvement in init iating, developing, and implementing
evaluatim systems is low. The willingness of administrators to take re-
sponsibility for routine data collection (e.g., course ratings by students)
reinforce' s the notion that evaluation is something done to faculty rather
than by Faculty. More faculty involvement in designing and evaluating
systems olfaculty evaluation 1/4an be expected in colleges and universities
t hat use colleague ratings and self-ratings. Preparation of teaching dossiers
further involves faculty in the.evaluation process. involvement of faculty
is desirable because faculty judgments are needed to produce meaningful
criteria and standards.

Although the economic factors that stimulated an examination of fac-
ulty evaluation may change, the authors predict no return to the "good
old days" when one was promoted because the department head and dean
"liked the cut of his jib." The requirement of courts that institutions of
higher learning provide written explicit criteria and due process, the ex-
pectation of Faculty and faculty unions for shared governance, and the
support by administrat ors and faculty for fair personnel decisions all point
to a continuation ol the trend toward examining how faculty are evaluated
and developing more systematic, comprehensive systems in the 1980s.
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Appendi A

Suggested Form for Peer Review of Undergraduate Teaching Based on
Dossier Materials

Suggested Focus in
DOssier Materials Examining Dossier Materials

I. What is the quality of materials used in teaching?

Course outline
Syllabus
Reading list
Test used
Study guide
Description of non-print materials
Hand-outs
Problem sets
Assignments

Peer Reviewer's Rating: Low I Very High

Comments

Are these materials current?
Do they represent the best work in
the field?
Are they adequate and appropriate
to course goals?
Do they represent superficial or
thorough coverage of course con-
tent?

2. What kind of intellectual tasks were set by the teacher lor the students (or did the
teacher succeed in getting students to set lor themsekes), and how did tlw students
perform?

Copies of graded examinations
Examples of graded research papers
Examples of teacher's feedback to
students on written work
Grade distribution
Descriptions of student performances,
e.g., class presentation, etc.
Examples of completed assignments

Peer Reviewer's Rating: Low

What was the level of intellectual
pel fot mance achieved by the stu-
dents?
What kind of work was given an A?
a B? a C?
Did the students learn what the de-
partment curriculum expected for
this course?
,How adequately do the tests or as-
signments represent the kinds of
student performance specified in the
course objectives?

I III Very High
Comments
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How knowledgeable is this faculty member in subjects taught?

Evidence in teaching niaterials
Recoi d of attendance at regional or
na t iona I meet ings
Record of colloquia or lectures gi en

Peer Reviewer's Rating Low

Has the instructor kept in thought-
ful 'contact with developments in his
or her field?
Is there evidence of acquaintance
with the ideas and findings of other
scholars?
(This question, addresses the schol.
itrship necessary to good teaching.
It is not concerned with scholarly
research publication.)'III I Very High

Comments

4. Has this faculty member assumed responsibilities related to the department's or
universiVs teaching mission?

Record of service on department
curriculum committee.`bonors plo.
gram. advising board of, teaching
support service, special Fommit-
tees (e.g., to examine grAding poll-
cies, admission standards, etc.)
Description of activities in super-
vising graduate students learning
to teach.
Evidence of design of new courses.

Peer Reviewer's Rating: Low

Has he or she become a departmen-
tal or college citizen in regard to
teaching responsibilities?
Does this faculty member recognize
problems that hinder good teaching
and does he or she take a responsible
part in trying to solve them?
Is the involvement of the faculty
member appropriate to his or her
academic level? (e.g.. assistant pro.
fessors may sometimes become ov-
erinvolved to the detriment of their
scholarly afid teaching activities.)

1 I I I Very High

Comments
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5. To what extent ts thus laculty member flying to achieve audlence in teaching?

Factual statement of what activities
the faculty member has engaged in
toi improve his qr her teaching,
Examples of question nan es used for
formative purposes.
Examples of changes made on the
basis of feedback.

Peer Reviewer's Rating: Low I

Has he or she sought feedback about
teaching quality, explored alto na-
tive teaching methods, made changes
to Mei ease student kaniing?
Has he or she sought aid in trying
new teaching ideas?
Has he or she developed special
teaching materials or participated
in cooperative efforts aimed at up-
grading teaching quality?

I I I Very Iligh

Comments

Peer Reviewer's Signature

Dote

.4
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Appendix B

Guidelines for Use of Results of the Student Instructional Report
The following guidelines were developed by Educational Testing Service
stall and college and university representatives to assist institutions in
the approprioe use of student ratings of faculty. Although the guidelines
are basixl primarily on the use ol the Student histructional Report (SIR),
they have a value beyond their association with the use of this particular
instrument.

The Student Instructional Report (SIR) typically and appropriately is used
for instructional improvement; for tenure, promotion, or salary decisions;
and by students for course selection. These guidelines proy ide information
to teachers, administrators, and students who Use SIR in any of these
ways." Each guideline, unless otherwise indicated, is appropriate for all
three uses.

It is important that faculty members and administrators understand
clearly how the results of,student evaluations will be used, who will have,

--access-to-any-results, and-how-theiruse Tel ate3 -to-local- contractual-ar-
rangements or institutional policies.

These guideline recommendations were based on a series of studies
with the Studpt Instructional Report and other research with similar
instruments. A committee of SIR users, ETS staff, and researchers n.et to
review and discuss the guidelines. The final list represents.the experience
and Rnowledge of this group.

I. Use multiple sources of information. For whatever purpose the results
may be used, it is critical to keep in mind that student instructional ratings
represent only' one source of information about teaching performance.
Other information about teaching, in addition to student opinion, also
should be included. In particular, SIR should not be used as the sole basis
for evaluating teaching effectiveness.

2, Use multiple sets of ratings. A pattern of ratings over time is the best
estimate of instructor effectiveness as seen by students. Ratings from only
one course or from one term may not fairly rOresent a teacher's perfor-
mance (although. for course improvement, ratings from a single course
can be useful.) For personnel decisions, it is essential to examine rating
trends or patterns over time (see additional comments in nuMber 4 re-
garding possible course bias):

3. Obtain a sufficient number of student raters. The reliabilit of the SIR
items depends on having a sufficient number of students responding in
order to reduce the effects of a few divergent raters.

(0September 1981, College and University Programs. Educational Testing Service.
*Although there may be other uses of SIR results, these guidelines address the three
most frequent ones.
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Currently, reports are not printed for a class with fewer than five
students. Reports based on responses from fetver Omit 10 students are
flagged with an asterisk and users are advised to interpret them with
caution. When fewer than 10 students respond to any individual item, the
same caution applies.

The proportion of a class that rates an instructor also is i win Lint. If
over a third are absent 01 choose not to respond. the results may not be
representative of the class.' (The reliabilities of all SIR item means are
listed and discussed in SIR Report Nutnber 3.)

4. Take into account course characteristics. A few course characteristics
appear to affect ratings and should be taken into account by rderence to
appropriate comparative data or in other ways. Small classes (that is,
under 15) often receive more favorable ratings than larger classes, perhaps
deservedly, since the y. often provide a better learning environment. Courses
required by the college that are not part of a student's major or minor
field tend to receive somewhat lower ratings than other courses. Ratings
also may differ because of the subject field of the course. For each of these
characteristics, the differences may not be large. hut together they can be
significant.

5. Rely more on global ratings than on other items for personnel decisions.
Overall ratings of the teacher or the course (items 39 and 38) tend to
correlate higher with student learning scores in a course than do other
items or eton; in SIR. Dccision makers, therefore, should focus initially
on the overall evaluation items. Other items and factors in SIR, which
are useful for diagnosing teacher or course strengths and weaknesses, are
important for improvement purposes and for interpreting the overall rat-
ings in personnel decisions. These items tend to reflect different teaching
styles and therefore should not be summed or averaged to pro% ide a total
score. (SIR Report Number 4 presents data on the relationship between
stUdent ratings and learning scores.)

6. Supplement diagnostic information for teaching improvement. SIR
results help to diagnose teachers' strengths and weaknesses. Although
studies have shown that some teachers can improve after receiving SIR
resul ts, ot hers may not know how to change their instruction. Instructional
development services and resources can help teachers who want to do
something about these weaknesses. It is appropriate to use SIR results in
instructional counseling and to direct teachers to resources for instruc-
tional improvenlent.

"On ihe SIR wpm! nsell, nem means are no, compuled tt hen more Man 50 percent
of the students Mho. onui an nem or mark ii nut applicable, and Melia. seines are
not cumputAt when there is a high (50 peicenO (awl or not applicable rale in one
ur inure of the, items in the factor.
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7. Use comparative, data. Since student ratings typically tend to be fa-
vorable, coniparat he data (bot Ii national and appiop riate local data) pro-
vide a contest within which teachers and others can Interpret individual
reports. In making comparisons, it is important to look at t he dist ribut ion
of students' responses in each class as well as at means and deciles, and
not to overinterpret small differences. Differences of less than 10 percent ile
points on any item or factor generally are not ci meal, and SIR data are
presented only at 10 percentile intervals. In most cases differences of at
least 20 percentile points ale needed to be significant relative to the na-
tional comparative data.

Users ol the Student histructional Report are teminded that the na-
tional data are comparative rather than norinatiye and the tendency
toward high ratings may work to the disadvantage if ikiine instructors.
Institutions maY wish to supplement the national data with local nor-
niatiq,data, t hat arc developed mer time. (The SIR Comparative Guide
inc.:1161es a fulf -ifig-cussion,oLtkcpmposi tam of the nzitiona 1 &nit.)
e
8. Employ standardized procedures for administering the forms in each
class. When the results will be used in personnel decisions, it is critical
to employ standardi/ed administratke procedures. Each institution will
want to develop its own method. One possibility is to have a student,
another faculty member, or someone other than the teacher involved dis-
tribute. collect , and place the questionnaires in a sealed envelope. (Mail ing
the forms to students usually results in a pOor response rate.) The teacher
should not be present during the process. which probably will take less
than 15 minutes or class time. The timing, preferably during the last week
or two ol class, also should be standard; it probably is best to give results
to instructors after grades for the course have been reported.

Additional Suggestions
I. For additional diagnostic information, use the optional items and writ-
ten comments. Use of optional items can make the SIR. adaptable to a
wider range of courses. Up to 10 additional and locally written items can
be added to SIR in Section IV (items 40-49). These might be course spe-
cific, provided by the individual teacher or department, or they might be
drawn from the "Suggested Supplementary Items" list included in In-
structor's.Guide to Using SIR. Information from these items andfrom the
comments written by students in response to the last part of SIR (for
example, How can the course, or the way it was taught, be improved?)
provide additional helpful information to teachers. Faculty members and
others who receive this information should keep in mind, however, that
it may not he possible or desirable to satisfy all students' complaints or
wishes.

_

2. Teachers should be encouraged to Supplement_their instructional rat-
ings. This is especially important in personnel decision-S-or-in-student use
of SIR results for course selectiont Teachers should be encouraged and

1:
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//
given the opportunity to describe w hat they weie try ins' to accomplish in
the course and how their methods fit those objectiv3A, or toi discuss ..ir-
cumstances they feel may hme affected the e% alua tf ons. What may scent
like poor rat ingsrviia particular aspect of a cow se? lay be due, for exa mple,
to the teacher's Attempt at a new or different pproach to the eOtirse.

,

3. Carry out local studies, if possible. It also mv,y be desirabl4or an
institution to supplement SIR research tidings with local studies.

1

4. Do not overuse the torms: If radii, : are used in every course every kerm;
students can get bored and may r %. pond haphazardly or not at,alkracult.,
members may resent the lost Mss time and also may pay l'ess attention
to the results. For these rea ns an institution may wish to monitor the
frequency of use of studeVevaluation. Strike a balance between the need
for external evaluation 'ilci'the need to experiment freely in instruction.
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